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Abstract
In this paper, we are presenting an approach for the

logical structure recognition of bibliographic references.
The objective is to produce, for each reference (given in a
display format, as postscript), structured data containing
the hierarchy of fields recognized. As a result of variation
among bibliographic references (in order and typographic
format of fields, or writing style of the author, for exam-
ple), we need a robust and tolerant system architecture.
Thus, recognition is performed by a concept-oriented sys-
tem that uses a model automatically built from a reference
database. This model represents the reference fields and
includes statistics on the occurrence of their terms. Recog-
nition is achieved by a step-by-step activation of the more
pertinent concepts. Each activated concept causes the exe-
cution of an appropriate searching agent. This architecture
is robust and non-deterministic, allowinga solution even in
difficult cases.

1 Introduction
The constitution of a digital library requires the contin-

ual update of databases either by importing references from
other existing databases, or by recognizing paper sources
(old catalogues, journal summaries, reference part of sci-
entific publications, etc.). In both cases, one needs to un-
derstand the reference structure in order to convert it into
the local format. Usually, a logical structure is searched
and is represented by a standard such asMARC, UNIMARC,
or more generallySGML.

In this study, our aim is to extract the logical structure of
bibliographic references located at the end of scientific pa-
pers. These references are given either on paper or within
electronic documents in a display format (postscript,PDF,
HTML, etc.), without any logical information. The last case
is interesting in that it is not necessary to recognize the
characters because they are directly embedded in the in-
put file. Although the reference structure is normalized,
the variations in the writing make a straightforward recog-
nition of the logical structure difficult: the writing style
varies from one author to another; the linguistic structure

is very poor (there are no structured sentences and they
are often incomplete); there is a mixing of languages and
many abbreviations. Furthermore, there are few visual in-
dices (typography style, topology, etc.) in order to guide
the identification of field.

In this paper, we will first describe the logical structures
inherent to bibliographic references and their representa-
tion in the model. Then, the system strategy will be pre-
sented and followed by some examples and experimental
results.

2 Structure Modeling
The model is determined from a reference database in

BIBTEX format and from the printed file of this database,
using LATEX. We have used BIBTEX as an example of a
word processor which is able to manage the bibliographic
style automatically. The model generator is generic and
can be adapted to other database formats.
2.1 Reference Structure

The reference structure arises from the database format
and also from the observed references.

Our aim is to extract from the given reference a struc-
ture similar to the one which would have generated this
reference. The hope is to generate such a reference, even
if it does not exist in the database. This is a tricky problem
for many reasons. First, errors can be found in databases
because users are not experts and can sometimes insert se-
mantic mistakes in the fields descriptions. Second, errors
can be inserted by users who write the references directly
without using an automatic generator. There is a risk of
mixing styles and of formatting the reference fields and
separators differently. Furthermore, information added by
users may not belong to the defined fields.
2.2 Model Construction

We use a concept network in order to represent the
generic structure. The concept network is composed of
nodes and links. Nodes are divided into two categories:
generic, corresponding to the structure components, and
specific, dealing with examples contained in the database.
The links represent the conceptual proximity of the nodes
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Figure 1: Concept Network.

(e.g. author and co-authors in theAUTHOR field,VOLUME
andNUMBER, words in theTITLE, etc.). Figure 1 gives a
global view of an example of such a concept network.

Attributes are assigned to each node. We distinguish
two kinds of attributes :fixed, computed at the net creation,
anddynamic, evolving during the treatment. The former
corresponds to thename, the conceptual importance and
theactivation rate. The latter gives theactivation value.

name: indicates the node category (amongfield, separa-
tor, and instantiation) and its significance. (e.g. for
field, its name, forseparator, the fields separated and
the separator value, and forinstantiation, the field from
which it is an instantiation and the value of the instan-
tiation).

conceptual importance (CI): gives the value of the im-
portance of the node for the resolution of the problem.
It is estimated as a function of its occurrence in the
database. For an instantiation, theCI depends on the
field CI from which it is the instantiation and on the
frequency of its appearance in the database. For sepa-
rators and fields, theCI is proportional to their level in
the net hierarchy.

activation rate (AR): indicates the interest in keeping the
current node activated (or not) during the system cy-
cles. It is a function of theCI and of the number of
links that influence it. This means that the more links
there are, the more activated the node is, and thus the
AR has to reduce the influence of its links.

activation value (AV): reveals the more important nodes
that have to be considered at every step of the treat-
ment. Its value varies at each processing cycle accord-
ing to the strategy used. We will study this aspect more
closely later on.

In order to construct the model, the structural hierarchy
(fields and sub-fields) and the terms (field instantiations)

are extracted (called logical structure) from a BIBTEX
database . For separators, a postscript file is generated and
transformed into a more simpleSGML format that contains
only some text and the typographic style (called physical
structure). Then, the physical and the logical structures
must match one another in order to find the physical sepa-
rators (typography and textual separators).

Statistics are then performed on terms, on separators
and on fields, by counting their occurrences, and their co-
occurrences. The co-occurrences are computed between
terms in the same field and in different fields of the same
reference. For separators, the co-occurrences are counted
only between the separators and the separated fields. Be-
cause of the net structure (cf.Figure 1), co-occurrences
between fields are not taken into account.

In the end, these statistics are used to weight the links
between nodes according to the following formula:100�
NbCoOc(A;B)

NbA where NbCoOc(A;B) is the number of co-
occurrences ofA andB, and NbA is the number ofA oc-
currences.

3 Analysis Strategy
As described previously, the model used for this appli-

cation is not based on grammar but more oriented towards
the concepts, because users do not respect a rigorous syn-
tax. This leads us to base our analysis approach on the ex-
traction and the validation of terms. Fields are validated by
the study of the coherence of each term with its neighbors
in the same field and with terms in the other fields.
3.1 System Architecture

The system architecture is drawn from Hofstadter and
Mitchell’s work [1, 2] on emergent systems. In this sys-
tem, knowledge is represented by aslip net, and evolves
dynamically during the treatment in order to adapt the ar-
chitecture to the given problem. The evolution is man-
aged by a mechanism of propagation of activation pointing



out the more pertinent concepts. These concepts (called
“emerged”) lead to the execution of specificagents.

The system BASCET thus developed is composed of
a concept network and a blackboard. The blackboard con-
tains instantiations of concept network nodes, and gives the
current solution in terms of objects and links. Each object
is described by three attributes:importance, happiness and
eminence. Importance depends on theCI and theAV of the
father node in the concept network.Happiness measures
the recognition confidence score of the object. At last,em-
inence determines how attractive that object will appear to
the agents. It takes into account both the object’simpor-
tance and itshappiness.

Agents are specific programs (for segmentation, term
matching, separator searching, etc.) attached to each con-
cept in the net. When a concept becomes active (itsAV be-
comes high), posts its agents into acode rack. At each pro-
cessing cycle, the system chooses the more urgent agents.
Each agent has anurgency value deduced from the node
AV and adapted according to atemperature measurement.
The temperature measures the degree of perceptual orga-
nization in the system (a rough indication of the system
satisfaction) and controls the degree of the system deter-
minism [3]. Thetemperature value is equal to the average
value of theeminence measurements in the blackboard.
3.2 Agents Description

Agents are the procedural knowledge of the system. In
an application of logical structure recognition, we defined
several types of generic agents. Each one uses thename of
its launching node to know what is to be considered. When
they are executed, they search for all the possibilities that
may be present in the blackboard. Thus, once they have
been executed, they can be deactivated (they have found
either something, either nothing, but in both cases, it is
useless to re-execute them in the following cycle). Here
are the different types of agents:

field detectors: they are responsible of the detection of the
fields. They are of two types:

based on content it looks for the objects that could
be inside the field it has to discover to locate it.
These objects can be sub-fields, instantiations (of
the field, in the specific part of the concept net-
work), or separators included in the field. It is
based on the search for on an homogeneous zone
containing these objects. When a zone has a high
probability for being the field searched, all objects
within this zone but that cannot belong to the field
and that have not a sufficient internal cohesion are
eliminated;

based on separators it looks for separators in which
there is the name of the field to discover, and for
separators that separate the field containing the

field to discover. It mayhave to choose one sepa-
rator among many candidates. It chooses the best-
scored one, in order to discover a field correspond-
ing to the statistical location of this field;

separator detector: it looks in the blackboard for a string
similar to the one that it has to find (it is contained in
the name of the launching node). It uses an edition
distance to compute the similarity of two strings. The
nearest string is retained only if it has an acceptable
similarity. Its happiness value is increased by a loca-
tion score, coming from a statistical separator location
base;

instantiation detector: it works like the separator detec-
tor, except that it gives differenthappiness value: the
highest one is lower than 100%, because, an instantia-
tion can be confirmed by the presence of separators of
the field instantiation. It does not use a location score
letting it to the separator detector;

stopping agent: it takes the decision to stop the treatment.
This decision depends on theidleness in the black-
board, and on thetemperature. The idleness is the
number of cycles during which there have been no con-
struction or destruction in the blackboard. The higher
the idleness, the higher the likelihood to stop the pro-
cess. The lower thetemperature, the higher the likeli-
hood to stop the treatment.

An agent looks for all possible instantiations of its
launching node.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion
Experiments on BASCET system are conducted using

a local bibliographic database containing about 900 refer-
ences, dealing with the mainICDAR themes. References
are corrected by hand in order to insure semantic validity.
4.1 Example of execution

We will discuss in the following paragraphs the exe-
cution of the system on the reference given inFigure 2.
A processing cycle is constituted of a phase of activation
propagation and a phase of agent executions.

Initialization: The first step consists of the initializa-
tion of the system. In the blackboard, an instantia-
tion of the root node of the concept network is created
(field:reference). This instantiation (called an object)
contains the reference to be recognized in anSGML format
obtained from a postscript file (cf.Figure 2).

At this level, the activation value of the root node is high
(100%). Thus, the corresponding object has very highim-
portance (I) and eminence (E) values (100%) and a very
low (0%)happiness (H) value because of lack of informa-
tion at this level. We can also notice that thetemperature
is high as well (100%).



<Times-Roman>S. Liebowitz Taylor, R. Fritzon, and
J. A. Pastor. Extraction of data from preprinted
forms. </Times-Roman><Times-Italic> Machine Vision and
Applications </Times-Italic> <Times-Roman>, 5:211--222,
1992.</Times-Roman>

Figure 2: Input Reference.

First cycle: During the phase of activation prop-
agation, the more important nodes in the network
are activated. For this example, the node “SEP:-

YEAR-:.</Times-Roman>” is activated, launching the
separator detector agent. This agent finds the string
“.</Times-Roman>” and builds an object in the black-
board (which is an instantiation of the separator node).
This object is linked with thefield:reference object
and the constructor agent activates theYEAR field detector.

I H E Content

100 6 100 "<Times-Roman>S. Liebowitz Taylor,
R. Fritzon, and J. A. Pastor.
Extraction of data from preprinted
forms. </Times-Roman><Times-Italic>
Machine Vision and Applications
</Times-Italic><Times-Roman>, 5:211
--222, 1992.</Times-Roman>"
Father node (field:reference), Nb of links = 1

60 100 0 ".</Times-Roman>"
Father node (sep:year-:.</Times-Roman>)
Position: 211-225, Nb of links = 0

Température: 62

In the propagation phase of the following cycle, more
nodes are activated (and some deactivated, according to
their activation rate). The following example shows a part
of the concept network at the end of this phase.

AV Node
85 "sep:-author:<Times-Roman> "
56 "sep:-author:<Times-Roman>] "
95 "sep:author-title:. "
50 "sep:institution-address:, "
53 "sep:journal-volume:</Times-Italic><Times-

Roman>, "
100 "sep:month-year: "
53 "sep:note-:.</Times-Roman>"
58 "sep:organization-publisher:, "
66 "sep:school-address:, "
50 "sep:series-publisher:</Times-Italic><Times-

Roman>. "
100 "sep:year-:.</Times-Roman>" (sep)

The activated nodes launch their agents, and some
(a minimum of 60%) are chosen to be executed. These
agents build six recognized separators: “SEP:-AUTHOR:-

<Times-Roman>”, “ SEP:JOURNAL-VOLUME:</Ti-
mes-Italic><Times-Roman>, ”, and “SEP:ORGANI-
ZATION-PUBLISHER:, ”, and three “SEP:AUTHOR--
TITLE:. ”, each separator is well recognized except
ORGANIZATION-PUBLISHER because it is not located at
a usual place in the reference (happiness value of 85%).
The agents also reactivate otherfield detectors: AUTHOR,
JOURNAL, VOLUME, ORGANIZATION, PUBLISHER,

TITLE. Other agents are executed, but do not find what
they are looking for, they deactivate themselves for the
duration of several cycles. The following lines show the
blackboard state at the end of this cycle (number 2).

I H E "Content" (Father node) Position: left-right

100 29 100 "<Times-Roman>S. L ... s-Roman>"
Father node (field:reference),Nb of links = 8

60 100 0 ".</Times-Roman>", 211-225, Nb of links = 0,
(sep:year-:.</Times-Roman>)

60 97 0 "<Times-Roman>", 0-12, Nb of links = 0, (sep:-
author:<Times-Roman> )

60 100 0 "</Times-Italic><Times-Roman>, ", 165-
194, Nb of links = 0, (sep:journal-volume:
</Times-Italic><Times-Roman>, )

60 85 1 ", ", 205-206, Nb of links = 0, (sep:organization-
publisher:, )

60 85 1 ". ", 14-15, Nb of links = 0, (sep:author-title:. )
60 82 1 ". ", 35-36, Nb of links = 0, (sep:author-title:. )
60 73 2 ". ", 51-52, Nb of links = 0, (sep:author-title:. )
60 73 2 ". ", 62-63, Nb of links = 0, (sep:author-title:. )

Température: 17

In cycle number 3, aseparator detector destructs
the object “SEP:ORGANIZATION-PUBLISHER” because it
builds another one that has a higherhappiness value.

In further cycles, other types of agents are executed:
field detectors, andinstantiations detectors, which produce
content information for thefield detectors based on the
content of the field to recognize.

At cycle 9, another agent decides to stop the treatment.
Its decision is based on the low temperature (1) and on the
number of cycles during which no building has been done
in the blackboard.Table 1 shows the solution contained in
the blackboard (L means number of Links).

<REFERENCE> 81%
 <YEAR>1992</YEAR>           93%
 <VOLUME>5</VOLUME>          93%
 <PAGES>211--222</PAGES>     93%
 <JOURNAL>Machine Vision and Applications</JOURNAL>                   80%
 <AUTHOR>S. Liebowitz Taylor and R. Fritzon and J. A. Pastor</AUTHOR> 62%
 <TITLE>Extraction of data from preprinted forms</TITLE>              64%
</REFERENCE>

Figure 3: Result in SGML (and certainty values).

Figure 3 contains the result produced by the system
(with certainty values, i.e. happiness values of the nodes).
Note that not all objects are mentioned, as they are not all
interesting (e.g. separators). Notice that even if the global
certainty value (81%) is not very high,the reference is fully
well recognized.
4.2 Discussion

An advantage of system architecture of this type is its
genericity: it can deal with various problems (it has already
been tested on the academic Traveler Salesman Problem ).
Also, it can deal with many database formats, thanks to the
automatic building of the model and to the agents’ gener-
icity. In the previous prototype [3], agents are all specific:
there is an agent for each node (e.g. theAUTHOR field de-
tector uses a specific syntax which allows location of this
field). In the current version, agents are planned to adapt
to any format.

Due to the mechanism of activation propagation in the
concept network, the system works by association of ideas.
In effect, it looks for terms that are often associated with



I H E L "Content" (Father node) Position Left-right

100 81 2 13 "<Time ... man>" (field:reference)
60 100 0 0 ".</Times-Roman>" 211-225

(sep:year-:.</Times-Roman>)
60 97 0 0 "<Times-Roman>" 0-12

(sep:-author:<Times-Roman> )
60 100 0 0 "</Times-Italic><Times-Roman>, "

(sep:journal-volume:</Times-Italic>
<Times-Roman>, ) 165-194

21 100 0 0 ". </Times-Roman><Times-Italic>"
(sep:title-journal:. </Times-Roman>
<Times-Italic>) 104-133

91 93 1 1 "1992" (field:year) 207-210
19 93 0 1 "5" (field:volume) 195-195
37 93 0 1 "211--222" (field:pages) 197-204
16 80 0 7 "Machine Vision and Applications"

(field:journal) 134-164
60 100 0 0 ", " (sep:publisher-year:, ) 205-206
60 100 0 0 " " (sep:jw-jw: ) 7-7
60 100 0 0 " " (sep:jw-jw: ) 14-14
60 100 0 0 " " (sep:jw-jw: ) 18-18
81 75 2 0 "J. A. Pastor" (field:a) 37-48
92 62 6 3 "S. Liebowitz Taylor, R. Fritzon,

and J. A. Pastor" (field:author)13-61
... ... ... ... ...

100 75 3 0 "S. Liebowitz Taylor"
(a:S. Liebowitz Taylor) 0-18

82 75 2 1 "Extraction" (field:word)0-9
84 75 2 0 "Extraction" (word:Extraction) 0-9
82 75 2 1 "from" (field:word) 19-22
84 75 2 0 "from" (word:from) 0-3
82 74 2 1 "preprinted" (field:word)24-33
84 74 2 0 "preprinted" (word:Preprinted) 0-9
100 93 1 0 "211--222" (pages:211--222) 0-7
82 75 2 1 "of" (field:word) 11-12
100 75 3 0 "of" (word:of) 0-1
9 75 0 1 "Machine" (field:jw) 0-6

100 75 3 0 "Machine" (jw:Machine) 0-6
100 93 1 0 "Vision" (jw:Vision) 0-5
82 75 2 1 "R. Fritzon" (field:a) 21-30
100 75 3 0 "R. Fritzon" (a:R. Fritzon) 0-9

Temperature: 1

Table 1: State of the blackboard at cycle 9.

those which have already been found. For example, when
a human reads –or hears– “good” in a dialogue, he expects
to find words like “luck”, “ morning”, or “ bye”, but no ad-
jective, nor other verbs... It is a kind of context-reasoning,
which helps to find a solution more quickly than with a syn-
tactic one (in which all possible solutions, many of which
are unlikely, are tested).

The tuning of parameters remains difficult, concerning
the model construction, the number of agents to execute at
each cycle, and the agents. First, we must tune weights
of certain links, conceptual importances, and (AR) of the
nodes. For example, separators’CI is determined by hand;
AR will have a different impact on the node’sAV with a
greater number of links. Similarly, the rate of agents that
are executed at each cycle influences the results: once the
more adapted agents have been executed, is it interesting to
execute many others? Furthermore, agents have to deacti-
vate themselves (for how many cycles?) and nodes. There
are many parameters in this system, thus it is a tricky task
to tune it.

The fact is that the solutions given by the system are
sub-optimal. Thestop agents can stop the treatment be-
fore all the recognizable parts of the reference are treated.
The system generally stops when the solution is satisfac-
tory (but not necessarily complete), or when it cannot find
a more accurate one. This avoids to search an unreachable
solution, making the system robust.

In the concept network, many nodes represent the same
concept. A term can have many declensions: plurality,
conjugation; it can also have various abbreviations, syn-
onyms. These abbreviations appear often in conference ti-
tles. This leads to plenty of nodes that should be unified
in a single one. To perform this unification, we need a lin-
guistic treatment.

5 Summary and Future Work
We have developed a general architecture based on

agents’ cooperation and on concept emergence. It is writ-
ten in C++, and can be used for many applications. We
used this architecture on the recognition of the logical
structure recognition of bibliographic references. We have
proposed a way ofautomatically building the model, from
existing bibliographic databases and their physical ver-
sions. The system is versatile enough to adapt to almost
any database format. It has a “human-like” way of reason-
ing that makes it robust and error-tolerant: it does not stop
as soon as a problem does not correspond to a grammar,
and it does recognize some words even if they are badly
written.

We testedBASCET on a reduced database. Known
references were well recognized (95%), unknown refer-
ences have about 50% happiness, with mistakes, but this
is normal, considering that many separators were absent
from the database. We are working on the generation of
a wider model, and on the adaptation (and perhaps cre-
ation) of agents. Future work will consist of a linguistic
pre-treatment of the model, in order to make it more dense
and efficient. It would be interesting to study the use of the
concept network in reverse to find references in a database
from a set of terms (AUTHOR, WORDs,YEAR of publication,
etc.).
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